PMW describes all necessary activities to ensure that performance requirements of application systems (AS) are met

PMW enforces the integration of software performance engineering (SPE) and application performance management (APM)

PMW also addresses the organizational challenge of coordinating performance-related activities across organizations

PMW-Tools

- Automate PMW activities
  - SPE activities during system development
  - APM activities during IT operations
  - PMW-Tools especially tackle the integration of existing SPE and APM tools

Examples

- Performance Model Generator
  - Automatically extracts performance models from measurements

- Performance Metric Comparator
  - Compares and visualizes differences in measurement and simulation results

- PCM Extensions
  - Energy Consumption Prediction
  - Simulation Data Service

Interested? Learn more: http://pmw.fortiss.org
Or contact us directly: performancegroup@fortiss.org

DO NOT PLAN A BRIDGE CAPACITY BY COUNTING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO SWIM ACROSS THE RIVER TODAY.